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SIGNATURE KEYNOTE

STAND OUT!
GAIN YOUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
THROUGH STRATEGIC STORY
Opening or Closing Keynote

THEMES: Leadership, StorySelling, Motivation, Sales
AUDIENCE: For Corporate Sales Teams, Associations and
Franchises

BOOK THIS PROGRAM TO:
• Kickstart your conference, sales year or
meeting with the right focus so that you
have a pipeline of predictable and
profitable revenue.
• Shift your thinking to the stories you tell
yourself about your buyer, the stories
you tell your buyer and the stories you
elicit from your buyer.
• Identify the five fresh mega-ideas that
will enable you to shift a buyer's
indecision, master influence, and build
massive trust leveraging a modern day,
story-powered commercial approach

Bernadette’s STAND OUT! philosophy addresses the following five
mega-ideas:

SELL
CHANGE!
People don’t
mind change;
it’s changing
they resist.

TRUST AND
INSPIRE!
Can you answer
Why you? Why
Now? and Who
Cares?

OWN THEIR
OUTCOMES!
because achieving
their outcomes will
ultimately drive
your incomes

RE-IMAGINE
NEGOTIATIONS
Are we telling stories
through our buyer’s
lens or only through
our biased lens?

YOUR STORIES
MATTER!
Stories help you
sell more to clients
whilst facts just tell
and bore clients

Let’s unleash the StorySelling Genius of your Members, Teams, Franchisees or Leaders, today!
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Having spoken with
businesses across 8

Bernadette McClelland, Sales Leadership and StorySelling Speaker is the author of ‘The
Art of Commercial Conversations - Drive Revenue. Increase Margin. Sell A Difference’.
She believes catching, telling and seeking the right stories is the most effective way to
authentically connect and convert more business opportunities in a world that craves
connection.
This STAND OUT! message leverages her:

countries and 3
continents, Bernadette’s
ideas and delivery will
have you revisiting the
stories you tell yourself
about your clients, the

Successful sales and
sales leadership
career in Corporate
Australia

Leadership role as
Asia Pacific’s
Master Coach for
Anthony Robbins

Insights gained through
coaching students in the
sales component of their
Harvard MBA program

Five books on business growth
and sales leadership – with two
endorsed by world renowned
author, Brian Tracy.

stories you tell your clients
and the stories you elicit
from your clients!
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Keynote Speaker and
Conference MC
American Association of Inside Sales
Professionals (AA-ISP), Chicago

KEYNOTE

MASTERCLASSES

INTEGRATION

Whether you are looking to motivate large audiences at

As a valuable addition to your

To ensure implementation of the ideas

annual conferences or activate your local team on a critical
initiative, whether it is a TED style presentation for an

conference, Bernadette provides the
option of a workshop, fireside chat or

and actions provided in her keynote,
Bernadette provides a deeper dive

inspiring 18 minutes or a one-hour punch-packing keynote,
Bernadette will help you lead a conversation that educates,
inspires and shifts your audience’s thinking toward the results

masterclass after her keynote, where
ideas generated from the main stage
are practically applied in smaller groups.

through online learning opportunities
to further support participants in
maximizing your investment.

that matter the most.
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TESTIMONIALS
Bob Perkins,
Chairman and Founder,
American Association of
Inside Sales Professionals
(AA-ISP)

“Bringing energy, passion
and a great Australian
accent, Bernadette is one of
our highest rated speakers.”

“Thanks for a fabulous presentation - had humour rich with thought
provoking content and engaging stories. Well told with such style
and panache.”

Lucy Raymond, Wiley Publishing

“Funny and very interesting. Absolutely Brilliant and Inspirational.”
Micky Bittoun, Apple

“Bernadette McClelland is one of our most respected speakers on this
theme and member feedback, which is critical to us, is always reflective
of a high value presentation.”
Warren Steinicke, State Director – VIC, The CEO Institute

Jeb Blount,
CEO and Managing Partner
of the Global Outbound
Sales Conference

“One of my favourite
speakers, I highly
recommend
Bernadette”

“Huge Congratulations on an Amazing Presentation at Unleash the Power
Within in Sydney.”
Marc Von Musser Director Coaching , Anthony Robbins

“We have engaged Bernadette for our sales kick-offs in Sydney and
Boston and our salespeople find her content so fresh and thought
provoking.”
Sam Shoolman, Director, Corporate Sales, Hubspot
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WORKING WITH
BERNADETTE IN
10 EASY WAYS
Bernadette will make a video for social media to market your event.
Perhaps a blog for your newsletter or website? Or even as a
podcast guest? This is all about YOU.
She will wrap the fickleness of ‘sales speak’ language with the
nuances of psychology and story and address more than just the
rudimentary basics of ‘how to sell’.
Her presentation is part of an event eco-system, not the entire solar
system and she has a lack of diva-ness that is like a breath of fresh
air.
She will spend time interviewing relevant people prior to the event
to ensure she knows your business, your lingo and your outcomes
so that your audience feels ‘she gets me’
Want some books to give away? Just ask!
If you would like her to spend the day with you, or even join you for
dinner or breakfast, this is all part of her silver service.
If you need an Emcee at the last minute, or simply want an
extra voice to make your event more seamless, Bernadette will
bring levity and flow.
From the C-Suite, to Conference Organizers, her testimonials are
world-class, and you will notice, she PROVIDES NAMES!
She has a variety of incremental ways to embed the learning Master Classes, Online Programs and Fireside Chats.
Finally, you you are in good hands because the ultimate test is - if
the power goes out - she can speak without slides!!
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For more details or
bookings, please contact

P: +1 (720) 346 0757
E: admin@bernadettemcclelland.com
W: www.bernadettemcclelland.com

